DIRECTIONS

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates: www.clothworks.com.

SAFETY HARBOR

MATERIALS

Yardages based on 42” wide unwashed fabric. Prewashing fabric may require additional yardage.

- 3/4 yd Lt Blue Tonal (Y0983-29)
- 1 yd Lt Khaki Toile (Y0982-11)
- 1 yd Lt Blue Tonal (Y0983-31)
- 3/8 yd Dk Blue Sand Dollars (Y0985-35)

From Multi Toile cut:

- 6 – 3 ½” x 32 ½” strips (see cover photo)

From Lt Khaki Toile cut:

- 2 – 6 ½” x WOF strips (outer border & binding)

From Lt Khaki Sand Dollars cut:

- 3 – 5 3/8” squares

Putting It Together

1. Referring to the color image, make the five sail boat rows. Three rows use the multi toile and two rows use the Lt Khaki Tole.
2. Alternate the sail boat rows with the six 3 ½” x 32 ½” Theme Stripe strips. Sew together to make the quilt center.
3. Sew six of the Saw Tooth blocks together and attach to the left side of the quilt center. Sew five Saw Tooth blocks together and attach to the bottom of the quilt.
4. Measure the width of the quilt across the center. Trim two Lt Blue Tonal WOF strips to this measurement and sew to the top and bottom of the quilt. The remaining four strips together end to end. Measure the length of the quilt top and trim two strips to this measurement. Sew to the left and right edges of the quilt.
5. Using the Dk Blue Sand Dollars WOF strips, sew the strips together end to end. Measure the width of the quilt across the center and trim two strips to this measurement. Sew to the top and bottom. Measure and trim two strips to the length of the quilt and sew to the side edges of the quilt.
6. Layer the quilt, batting and backing and quilt as desired. Add binding to finish.
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CUT THE FABRICS

WOF = Width of Fabric
LOF = Length of Fabric

From Lt Blue Tonal cut:

- 3 – 3 ½” squares
- 6 – 3 ½” x WOF strips (inner border)

From Dk Blue Tonal cut:

- 5 – 2” x WOF strips (outer border & binding)

From Lt Khaki Sand Dollars cut:

- 11 – 4 ½” squares

From Lt Khaki Tole cut:

- 44 – 2 ½” squares
- 4 4/5” x WOF strips (outer border & binding)

From Blue Theme Stripe cut:

- 1 – 6 ½” x 26 ½”
- 6 – 5” x WOF strips (inner border)

From Dk Blue Sand Dollars cut:

- 3 – 5 3/8” squares

Putting It Together

1. Referring to the color image, make the five sail boat rows. Three rows use the multi toile and two rows use the Lt Khaki Toile.
2. Alternate the sail boat rows with the six 3 ½” x 32 ½” Theme Stripe strips. Sew together to make the quilt center.
3. Sew six of the Saw Tooth blocks together and attach to the left side of the quilt center. Sew five Saw Tooth blocks together and attach to the bottom of the quilt.
4. Measure the width of the quilt across the center. Trim two Lt Blue Tonal WOF strips to this measurement and sew to the top and bottom of the quilt. The remaining four strips together end to end. Measure the length of the quilt top and trim two strips to this measurement. Sew to the left and right edges of the quilt.
5. Using the Dk Blue Sand Dollars WOF strips, sew the strips together end to end. Measure the width of the quilt across the center and trim two strips to this measurement. Sew to the top and bottom. Measure and trim two strips to the length of the quilt and sew to the side edges of the quilt.
6. Layer the quilt, batting and backing and quilt as desired. Add binding to finish.

Sail Boat Blocks: Make 5 Blocks measuring 6 ½” square (6” finished)

1. Make six half square triangles using three 5 3/8” Lt Khaki Sand Dollars squares and three 5 3/8” Lt Blue Tonal squares. Using the method as in the Saw Tooth block above (steps 1 and 2) make six squares – you will use five (one is extra).
2. With a pencil draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of ten 2” Lt Khaki Sand Dollars squares. Place one square on each end of a 2” x 6 ½” Lt Blue Tonal rectangle (fig 2). Sew on the line and trim the seam allowance to ¼”.
3. Assemble the boat block using one half square triangle, one boat base and one 5” x 2” Lt Khaki Sand Dollars rectangle (fig 3). Make a total of five blocks.
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